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TWO SHILLINGS
THE
OPERA SCHOOL

Principals:
Joan Cross, C.B.E. Anne Wood
have the honour to present

Madame
LOTTE
LEHMANN

in a series of
Master Classes
in opera and lieder

WIGMORE HALL
23rd September to 19th October

All enquiries to
The Opera School Ltd.
The de Walden Institute,
Charlbert St., London, N.W.8
or
Ibbs & Tillet Ltd.,
124 Wigmore St., London, W.1

MALCOLM WILLIAMSON
SONATA
for piano

A three movement work. The first, a free sonata design, in that there is a certain formal observance in recapitulation, is mainly antiphonal in texture, its rhythmic design complicated by constant changes of signature which, in the performance, results in a restless vitality and great onward surge. The second movement, lyrical and tender in mood, offers delicately expressive part-writing, its episodical section, graceful and fluent, again reverting to mixed rhythms. The third movement, in the nature of a scherzo, alternates crisp, fugitive passages with short expressive episodes, and closes brilliantly. Despite its structural mutability, the whole work is very pianistically laid out on the keyboard.

"Music Teacher"

6/- net
BOOSEY & HAWKES

PLEASE REMEMBER
MUSIC’S OWN CHARITY

The Musicians’ Benevolent Fund is the ONLY charity for musicians entirely supported by voluntary contributions that disburses thousands of pounds annually to unemployed sick and aged professional musicians. The fund also maintains a beautiful Convalescent Home for musicians at Westgate-on-Sea, Kent.

Please send a Gift to the Hon. Treasurer
Baroness Ravensdale,
MUSICIANS’ BENEVOLENT FUND
(Founded in memory of Gervase Elwes)
ST. CECILIA’S HOUSE,
7, CARLOS PLACE, LONDON, W.1